Lowenstein comes
to campus Friday

Wednesday, October 11, 1972
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Allard K. Lowenstein. former Brooklyn. N.1.
...ngressman who was the spearhead of tilt,
Dump ’Anson" campaign in 1968. will speak
riday, Oct. 13 at noon and 1 p.m.
The former legislator’s noon address is in the
allege Union Umunhum Room. His 1 p.m. talk
in IC 141.
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Grothe to kick off
faculty book talks
Faculty book talks begin today with Dr. Peter
crothe’s review of the New Totalitarians.- hi
N. Huntf ord. The talks, which are open to
students and bacilli y, are held each Wednesda%
at 12:30 in Room A of the Spartan Cafeteria.
Dr. Grothe is one of the originators of th,
Peace Corps. and is a lecturer for the Political
Will I. Der/dr! Itur-til

Future of Women’s Center
hinges on Council decision
By Virsinie Golden
The Women’s Center at SISU may become a
thing of the past if AS. Council today does not
reverse its decision of last week, and approve
the center’s request for funding for this year.
A request for $486 in operating expenses was
denied by a 12-4 vote last week, on the basis that
not enough information was available about the
center’s programs.
Councilman Kelvin Ng, who voted no on the
request, said that the problem is merely a
procedural one. "After looking over the
proposal, we still don’t have enough information
on what they are planning to do."
Although the proposal listed those items
which would be covered by the funds, Ng stated
that the Women’s Center "will have to fill out an
evaluation form which will outline their
program - not just a detailed account of their
operating expenses. He added that the Council
voted no on quite a few other things "simply
because they sound too vague."
Councilman Tony Gonzales, who also voted
no. feels that the issue is not completely dead. "A
committee of women from Council are looking
into it. If they, as women, see the need for the
center, then it is huthlv possible that the issue
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will be reopened.lanice Osborne. spokesman for the women’s
Center, said that the center was willing to open
its doors to any members of the Council who
were interested in what was going on. She
added, however, that the Women’s Center
believes its proposal is more than adequate in
describing its activities and services.
The Women’s Center’s original request was for
a total of $1,355.48.
Of this $412.50 was for matching work-study
funds, and was granted by Council at an earlier
date.
A totalof $458.98, of which was reverted to the
A.S. at the end of last year was also being requested by the Center. However. the Special
Allocations Committee failed to recommend a
vote from A.S. Council on this issue.
Andy McDonald. A.S. Treasurer, and member
of the Allocations Committee, said that as far as
he was concerned, the reverted monies were a
"dead issue."
"When the Women’s Center came in for requests for summer budgets, I personally told
them that these monies would revert unless
Council action made it non-revertable, considered them informed at that time that the

money would revert," McDonald said.
Margie Bernard. of the women’s Center, said
that action had been taken to stop the reversion.
but was not successful. She stated that a letter
from last year’s A.S. vice president, Steve
Takakuwa, was sent to the A. S. Business Office.
requesting that the monies not be reverted. The
Women’s Center had been told that this
procuedure would be necessary to regain the
funds.
Assuming that it had regained the funds, the
Women’s Center attempted to purchase an item
at the beginning of the semester, and found that
the monies had not been credited back into its account.
Regarding the reverted funds, Councilmen Ng
and Gonzales said that the A.S. Council does not
feel responsible for something that happened
last year.
"We do not know what happened in the past.
We are being asked to compensate out of our
present budget for what last year’s council did.’
stated Ng.
The Women’s Center will go before council
today at 3:30 p.m. to present it’s funding
proposal once again. (Editors note: See page 2 for
editorial comment on the Women’s Center issue.)

Co-ed in serious condition
after being stabbed Friday
George Bret searched a year for his wife - he
found her Friday in the San lose State
University library and stabbed her 18 times, according to police.
Karen Sue Breit, 29, of 1824 The Alameda. San
lose, was rushed to San lose Community Hospital where she remains in serious condition
after two operations.
Mrs. Braff went through surgery last Friday
and again on Monday for multiple stab wounds
to her chest and stomach.
The story began a year ago when Mrs. Broil
apparently deserted her husband and their 9year-old son, in Long Beach.
According to reports, Braff said he found a
note saying, "Take care of the kid, I’m leaving."
Her husband. a 39-year-old machinist from
Long Beach, was arrested and charged with
attempt of murder and assault with a deadly
weapon. He is listed in fair condition at Valley
Medical Center for torn ligaments received
during the attack.
Braff told police he searched for a year but it
wasn’t until some registration material from San
lose Stale University arrived by mistake at the
Long Beach address, that he knew his wife was
in San lose.
Police discovered later that Braff flew from
Long Beach last Thursday, rented a motel room
and a car, then came to campus to search for his
wife.
Police reports state that after the day’s futile
search he purchased a five-inch pocket knife
with a wooden handle from a local store.
Witnesses told police Mrs. Braff was studying
on the fifth floor of the library at 11 a.m. Friday.
when her husband approached and began ac -

casing her of seeing another man.
Breit led the victim away to discuss the subject, when Mrs. Breit began shrieking, "Help me!
Help me!"
Witnesses reported hearing screams from a far
corner of the room. An off -duly San Mateo
policeman, Stanlej, MacIsaac, was among the
first to arrive where the attack took place. He
credited another student. not himself as othei
papers have reported. with bringing a chair
down on the head of the suspect. Then he and
other students subdued the attacker by pelting
him with books and using a belt to tie his hands.
Maclsaac. realizing a possible danger to the
suspect from outraged students. had him taken
to a small typewriter room, where he was informed of his rights. He was kept there until
transported to a hospital for injuries from the

chair blow.
While this was in progress. nearby students
notified Campus Security and the emergency
medical team in the Health Building.
When the emergency medical team arrived, including Dr. Louis I. Bronstein and Nursing
Supervisor May Wong, students were applying
compresses to stop the bleeding.
"There must have been five kids there applying pressure to the wounds." said Dr.
Bronstein. Mrs, Braff was still conscious.
"The doctor and I were both impressed with
the way they the students) functioned as a
unit." said Mrs. Wong. She credited the students
with keeping things under control and assisting
the medical staff by clearing a working area for
the team, applying pressure to stop the flow of
blood. and describing the location of the wounds.

A.S. Council convenes today;
may consider special requests
A.S. Council meets today at 3:30 p.m. in the
Council Chambers to possibly consider $10,000
in special allocations requests.
Council tabled three items last week. totaling
$9.982, which may be discussed today.
A.S. Program Board adviser Ted Gehrke asked
for $6.400 to operate the loin! Ellort coffeehouse
and provide for lour work-study staff positions.
Council will tentatively allocated $3,200 each
semester for lie colleehouse pending

evaluation of its success.
Meanwhile. a $2.482 request submitted by
A.S. Business Office Manager George Watts for
cost of living increases to A.S. employees was
tabled in order to hear a full explanation from
Watts.
Finally. the Graphic Offensive’s $1,109 request for an Alternative Media Center was sent
to the External Affairs Committee of Council for
review.

Six arrested in SCU dismissal protest
By Ramiro Asencio
At a press conference held yesterday at noon
in the old Guadalupe Church in East San lose.
six Chicano students from the University of
Santa Clara read statements concerning their
arrests Friday at SCU during a discussion with
the Rev. Thomas Terry. S.F. president of SCU.

According to Phil Austin, one of the six
students, all the students were permitted to
leave jail on their own recognizance.
He stated the arrests took place because
students refused to leave the administration
building. He added that Father Terry had called
the meeting to an end but students believed, "it
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had out even got started.
Those arrested were: Terry Leon. Marion
Leon. Manuel Peredia, When Rosales, Phil Austin and Louise Hernandez.
Accroding to the group, they had requested a
meeting with Father Terry scheduled for last
Thursday. Father Terry refused to meet with the
group. Students entered the SCU administration
building attempting to. "bring the importance of
the matter" to Father Terry, said Austin. "We are
still willing to participate in good faith." he said.
The San lose police were called by Father
Terry after students refused to leave the
building. Austin pointed out there were plain
clothes officers in the building but students were
not arrested until the tac squad arrived.
Thegroup pointed out a similar incident in 1989
at the university involving White students. No
arrests were made even though they held the
building overnight.
Austin stated he did not think calling the tac
squad was necessary to make the arrests. He
said even though other officers had told them to
leave they were not told they were under arrest
until the lac squad arrived.
Ed Villagran, representing La Confederacion
de la Reza Unida, a community organization,
stated that after careful consideration La
Confederacion
supported the students
"wholeheartedly." Members of the Community
Alert Patrol stated they would keeps watchful
eye on future events at the university involving
Chicanos and expressed dissatisfaction with
arrests.
Last Friday. a large group of Chicano students
from SCU and SISU held a march protesting the
firings of seven administrators from the SCU
five of who were minorities.
The students arrived shortly after 2 p.m. and
held a rally at Seventh and San Carlos streets
where they listened to speakers.
Those present at the rally included Sal Gas con, one of the administrators who was fired. He
stated, "We are seeking the hiring of
Chicanos into those positions previously held by
Chicanos." He added the group that was fired
were still working with lawyers to determine
what action they would take.
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Campus blind struggle
against stereotyping
By Liea hicKaney
First of Two Parts
"When I became blind. my whole personality changed. It was very hard for me to adjust at first, but
then something happened that made me realize the world wasn’t coming loan end." Miss Vivian
Younger, a freshman at San Jose State University. said recently.
"In eighth grade. I won the ’Smile of the Year.’ My grade point average improved, and the next year
I ran for Good-Grooming President. I was class speaker in my junior high school, and I was a Red
1:ross volunteer," she added.
Miss Younger’s dorm room was neat and clean. Her braille writer, typewriter, tape-recorder and
tapes cluttered most of her shelf space.
tier reader came in and said she was going hoarse. but that she had finished the part of the book she
was doing. Miss Younger told her to read for another 45 minutes. After fixing the tape-recorder, the
reader left.
"See all these things I have to help me with my homework?" Miss Younger said. "I requested a room
on the second or third floor. but they didn’t think I could handle the stairs so now I worry about my
equipment being stolen." she added.
"They think I’m helpless in the dorm. They treat me like a kid, but I keep telling them I’m an adult,
.ind that lean do anything I want. But it didn’t work and they stuck me on the first floor and this window is just begging to be broken into." Miss Younger complained.
Non-vocal minority
"The school is dealing with a small, non-vo(:al minority. Blind students tend to stick to themselves
so not much can be done for them except pre -registration." Mike Boyle. a blind psychology graduate
iif Will. said.
"You’re thrown onto the campus and you have to lend for yourself." he stated. "I didn’t have too
much trouble finding my way around campus. except occasionally falling into holes and getting run
over by security and maintenance carts," Boyle added.
Sipping tea and delicately placing ashes from his cigarette into a small bowl, Boyle looked uneasy
sitting on the sofa. He was slow and deliberate with his answers.
"I’m a loner. I don’t make friends easily. and I can’t seem to find readers easily either. Most of the
people I know have worked for me," Boyle said.
"People accept us superficially, especially in the dorm," Gina McGaughey said.
"It seems I’m more alone in a crowd than when I’m by myself." she added.
A senior English major. Miss McGaughey has a little trouble understanding poetry from a taperecorder. "I send away for braille books at the Sacramento Library, but poetry written in braille is
hard to find," she said.
"Indifference is the only real problem I have to overcome. Trying to form a blind student
organization on campus isn’t going to help because that would just isolate us more." she emphasized.
"It’s not until you start doing things on your own do you realize just how much there is you have to
learn to do," she added.
Her apartment walls were lined with shelves stacked as full as possible with books. She was well
dressed, except for her sash belt which she wrung nervously until it became a mass of knots.
Learn by mistakes
"My theory is to get lost first. Then I learn by my mistakes how to get around," Miss Younger said.
"I found my way on my own, and because I’m an outgoing person, it wasn’t too hard." she added.
According to Miss Younger, the only way to break the barrier of being "different" is to get rid of the
stereotypes of the blind. She considers herself as a person wit h"limitations" only.
"It’s really great to ask my way around. 1 meet so many people that way!" she exclaimed.
Appearance helps
"Going to a public high school really helped. All ot a sudden I realized that if people are going to
accept me as one of them, I had to really work on my appearancebecause that’s what you notice
first about people." she said.
Miss Younger is apolitical science major and part -t ime actress, studying during the summer at the
Lee Strasberg acting school in Hollywood.
Her philosophy is to be a "good" person. To accomplish this, she tries to improve herself as much as
possible. Her hobby is music, claiming music leads to a more well-rounded personality, She sings.
dances. and has studied the clarinet, violin, guitar, recorder and ukelele.
"I thing everybody should do all they can while they can." Miss Younger said, and she proves this
hy keeping a very busy schedule. She enjoys bowling; "It gives me a value of distance and what
’straight’ is."
Miss Younger also finds time to go to the beauty shop on Saturdays and to visit churches of
various denominations on Sundays.
"I want to be awing -rep next semester la student in the dorm who acts as representative of other
’,its in the dorm). I want to get on the Third
students on his wing and attends activity-plannim.:
talent body.- Miss Younger slated.
World Coalition and eventually run for presiderr
Political ambitions
’,man, whether I win or lose doesn’t matter, as
"In 1978 when I graduate. I want to run for Coll
and I’ll do that by
long as I get my name on the ballot. Then I want to [.. ice -president of the
being myself." she said confidently.
A quiet. thoughtful man, Boyle said he used to he tnt he dorms. hot couldn’t handle the costs and the
restrictions. "I was also turned off 10 the apathy of the people there. Now I have a studio
apartmentwhich really doesn’t keep me in the social swing either," he said.
"It was really easy for me to find my way around campus,- Miss McGaughey said.
"It’s easier for me to have the campus in a downtown area. because there are more landmarks logo
by. I can hear the traffic so I have little trouble crossing the streets; t here are guideposts to follow anti
the buildings are close enough on campus to reach easily." she added.
"This may sound crazy, hull can "hear" walls which keeps me from running into them a lot," Miss
McGaughey laughed.
Miss McGaughey also discussed problems while attending schools for the blind.
They’re good in that they train you to read braille, to talk with a cane and such, but other%
they’re very restrictive and rigid. 1 was tie% er allowed to he by myself to find my own may around
she emphasized.
School attitude
According to Miss McGaughey, mobility training should start at a younger age. She did not have
any training until her last year of high school.
"I was always being led, or told where to go by my rebut uses who were at tending school, or else left
on my own.- she said.
"It wasn’t until 1 had to do things on my own did I realize how much there was to learnt It seems to
me that it’s ignorance on the part of the staff, what staff there is, that they don’t leach simple things as
cooking, washing clothes and ironing before you have to go into it cold when you’re on your own," she
complained.
Tomorrow: services for the
blind student
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U.
Bum rap for women

Letters I.) the Editor

EDITOR I

A.S. Council’s recent denial of funding for the Women’s Center is a severe
and unfair blow to the women of SJSU
and the community. The decision
shows a lack of insight and consistency on the part of the council
regarding the needs of the people they
are supposedly serving.
Only a tew weeks ago, council
unanimously approved a request by
the Women’s Center for matching work
study funds for the year. This enabled
the center to hire a person to
coordinate the activities at the center,
which is otherwise run largely on a
voluntary basis.
A.S. Council does not seem to
realize, however, that it would be a bit
difficult, if not impossible, for the
Women’s Center to function effectively
without the remaining funds. Small
luxuries such as a typewriter, paper,
telephone and postage are usually
quite helpful in the operation of any
center. The Women’s Center is no
different.
Council’s reasons for denying the
funds were, at best, inadequate. It
claimed that not enough statistics
were available to show how many
women actually benefit from the
Women’s Center. A proposal was made
to appoint a committee from the council and the San Jose community to
investigate the activities of the center,
and, in effect, find out just what is
going on over there.
Through it’s contact with the
Women’s Center on a regular and objective basis, the Spartan Daily would
like to save Council the time and
trouble of an unnecessary investigation, and tell them just what is
going on over there.
To begin with, the Women’s Center
does not deal with statistics - it deals
with human beings. On many occasions it serves as a crisis center for
women who need emergency information, or just the understanding of
someone who can identify with their
problems.
If council insists on a running count
of how many women make use of this
service, then the Women’s Center will
be forced to adopt some sort of
bureaucratic method of maintaining
these records.
One idea would be to conduct a

survey of women on campus, and find
out how many of them forsee crises in
their future. If so, do they plan to make
use of the Women’s Center when the
situation arises?
If this proposal sounds ridiculous,
that is only because it is. But it is also,
in effect, what the compassionate
Council is asking. This is not consistent with the purpose of the
Women’s Center, nor is it possible
under the Center’s present mode of
operation.
Included in the center’s proposal for
funding was a detailed account of its
services and programs. This was
based on last year’s activities, as well
as anticipated programs for the
present school year.
It included such things as free legal
counseling and health information, a
library and swap store, a speaker’s
bureau, and the publication of "Xant hippe," a women’s art and literary
magazine.
Classes in yoga, backpacking, auto
mechanics and karate have been
scheduled for this semester. In addition, a class on women and the law
will be offered through the People’s
Law School.
The Women’s Center is a meeting
place and coordinating center for the
work of various groups, including
Women’s Liberation, Radical Lesbians,
Chicane Women’s group, librarians
group, and a men’s rap group.
All of this information was
presented to A.S. Council in the
proposal. Unfortunately, and
perplexingly, the council found the information inadequate. It suggested
that the Women’s Center come before
Council again, at some future date, and
produce further evidence.
The Women’s Center has taken the
wise advice of council, and is indeed
going to present its case again. But not
at some vague future date as council
suggested.
At 3:30 today the Women’s Center
will go before A.S. Council. With the
support of numerous organizations
and individuals, the center will
present its request once again.
Hopefully, by now, A.S. Council will
have come to its senses, and grant the
funding necessary to maintain this
valuable service.
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‘I had help’

Fireside chat

Mano a Mano
Por Jaime Qui jas
Que pues Reza, aqui les viene su
nuevo excritor. I just want to say that
nuestro carnal Pedro, after having
done un hale de aquella, has given me
the opportunity to express pensamientos chicanos from the campus
of San Jo U. and hoping that! do a good
enough hale myself. Bueno, aqui les va.
Para empezar las cosas quiero dare la
felicidades a todos lo que tomaron
parte en hacer a la Feista de Raza un
gran exito. Todo mundo tuvo un buen
tiempo comiendo y gozandose con la
musica de Rudy y la Familia ye! Teatro
de la Gente.
Tambien durante la Fiesta unos
carnales de Santa Clara vinieron y nos
dieron un run down de todo lo que esta
pasando alli. La cosa mas importante
es que nos pidieron a todos nuestro appolio en su caso que este en sus
momentas de gran importancia pare
los estudiantes chicanos que eaten alli
ahorita
y para los estudiantes
chicanos que en el futuro quieran assistir alli, asi que ()rale carnales caigan
con el apollo, y asi venceremos. Si
quieren mas informacio’n tocante a lo
de Santa Clara Ilamen a este numero,
984-4000, y ellos se encargaran de in f ormales.
Estes pocas palabras de informacion
son para los estudiantes Chicanos
nuevos. Pero tambien para aquellos
que necesiten ayuda en sus estudios.
Alli pare servirles esta el master tutor
Art Carbajal, nomas vayan con el y el
les dire que hagan. Si alguien de
ustedes necesita ayuda en cualquiera
de sus clases o crean que van a

East Side Slot-)

42nd Street bridge blues
and off in the car, passing over faulty
connections that frequently break
down, leaving commuters stranded in
the gloom.
The newcomer quickly memorizes
the emergency instructions so clearly,
and unnervingly, posted in all the cars.
I even learned it in Spanish, just in
case I got off on the wrong stop and had
to get directions back home from the
East Side.
It’s easy to understand why so many
crimes are committed in and around
the subway. The dank, murky setting
divides its frequentors into two
classes - muggers and muggees. A New
Yorker related a hair raising incident
she’d encountered while flushing to
work one day.
"This chick was sittin’ next tame, ya
know? An’ she just looked like a victim, see? (New Yorkers seem to have
difficulty communicating, so they
habitually end sentences with questions to make sure you’re still with
them.)
"Well, she was dressed like a tourist.
Sorta’ clean, get my meaning?
Anyway, she had her purse on her lap,
relaxin’, and ya know these two dudes
came up, grabbed the sunglasses off
the top of her head, and beat her in the
face with them. When the train
stopped, they pinched her purse and
was gone.
"Ya know, she shouldn’ta been

necesitar ayuda les aconsejo que
ahorita es el tiempo para perdir a un
tutor, porque si son como yo y esperan
hasta los ultimos minutos, que es
cuando empiezan los e)samenes finales
y los dolores de cabeza que le dan a uno
cuando se espara haste la ultima hora
pare escribir esos term papers y estudiar pare los examenes. Es mejor
empezar bien y salir mejor en las notas
finales, asi que ponganle y no se
aguiten porque para eso son los tutors
pare ayudarles.
If some of you are wondering what
has happened to el Chicano Diario,
pues it is still alive and barely kicking,
it is only coming out only on Tuesdays
and Thuyrsdays because of the lack of
articles being submitted. So all of you
are encouraged to write articles of
interest to others, or of any news
happening on or off campus. The
articles can be submitted at either the
Chicano E.O.P. or at M.A.G.S. on the
day before you want it to come out.
Para terminar nomas quiero decirles
que este articulo es nuestro y no del
que lo escrive, asi es que si alquien
tiene algo que decir o expresar, nomas
diganlo y aver que podemos hacer para
que todos podamos tomer parte en
Mano a Mano. Sigan siguiendo y no se
aguiten con los estudios, entrenlee con
fe. Entre mas sabemos mas poder
tenemos!

Come on!
Don’t just sit there. You must
have something on your mind. Voice
your opinion in the letters to the
editor section of the ’Spartan Daily.

Council gripe
Editor:
In regards to the A.S. Council
meeting for fund allocation on
Wednesday (October 4), I would like to
comment on it.
I requested an allocation for an
engineering student organization, The
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. Through the school year,
we have many programs such as
engineering open house, field trips
and guest speakers. All of these
programs are instructionally related to
each engineering student.
Most of the funds requested from
other otganizations were smoothly
passed by the A.S.Council, of which
people made a loud voice politically.
With the lack of this political loud
voice, mine was flatly turned down.
Engineering students! You are
equally privileged to use the A.S.
funds for yourselves. Make a loud
voice!
Hui Kun Kim

Editor’s note: All student and faculty members
are encouraged to express their views on any
subject in the letters to the editor section of the
editorial page. Letters may be mailed or brought
to the Spartan Daily office. jC 208, and must be
250 words or less, typewritten and doublespaced. Name and activity or faculty card
number must be included, and all letters must be
signed. Non -students and non -facility members
are asked to include address, telephone number
and title or position. The Spartan Daily will not
print letters which are libelous or in poor taste.
The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters
to conform to space limitations and to cease
publication of letters dealing with subjects he
believes have been exhausted.

minorit,, Heritage
14)ra Finnegan

"Astro Place to 42nd Street lady,
that’s your stop." A grizzled hand
shoved my brass token through a tiny
hole in the armour-clad ticket booth.
The true New Yorker travels by
subway, the book said, and I was
determined to live as the Manhattanites, if only for five weeks.
A steamy blast rushed up the tunnel
as a train passed air pulling out of the
station. Down in the bowels of "fun
city" waits the subway station - - the
world’s biggest latrine. Streaked with
half a century of grime, once-white tile
lines the walls, and god only knows
what lines the floors. Riding to work
on the subway was like jumping down
the toilet and being flushed uptown.
The stench in these underground
public privys makes one wonder why
the sanitation department didn’t put
"curb your dog" warnings down here,
too. Or perhaps "curb yourself" signs
would be more appropriate. A summer
ride on the subway is like no carnival
spin ever invented. It’s more thrilling,
suspenseful, and action-packed than a
heart patient can handle.
Hurdling over warped and ancient
tracks, the train speeds through the
darkness, its wheels screeching out to
tear off your ears. For a mere 35 cents,
the deaf can hear again, and girls can
get their ears pierced inexpensively.
The cars whip around, serpent
fashion, and the dim lights flicker on

Editor:
I.ast Friday morning on the fifth
floor north wing of the campus library
a serious stabbing took place. Hearing
the victim’s call for help I, as did many
other students, rushed to her aid.
Maybe because I am a police officer,
maybe because some of the students
remained unidentified, or maybe
because if it was told in a more sensational manner it made for a better
news story, whatever the reason some
courageous acts on the part of other
students were wrongfully attributed
to me.
1) I did not hit the suspect over the
head and back with a chair. It was this
act by a quick thinking student in front
of me that brought an immediate halt
to the crime and hopefully saved a life.
2) Two students, one who held the
suspect by the feet and the second who
grabbed him by the wrists, were
equally responsible for his capture.
Please do not interpret this as an act of
modesty.
I only want to tell it like it was. I
hope that the three students mentioned
above, unknown to me, will in this
small way feel recognized for their
valuable assistance.
Stanley Mecham

wearing sunglasses on the top of her
head. That was stupid."
The sympathy of a New Yorker is
underwhelming.

Pioneer was Black
Rose
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If you’re traveling to Nevada from
California on Highway 395 and you
scan your map with a sharp eye,
somewhere along the way you’ll find a
tiny entry marked Beckwourth or
Beckwourth Pass.
Jim Beckwourth, a Black man,
passed over this same area more than a
century ago. He led several wagon
trains through a pass he had discovered across and around the
precipices of the Sierra Nevada Mountains.
Beckwourth, a free Black during the
days of slavery, (he was born in 1798
of mixed parentage) worked as a
trapper and explorer in Southern
Illinois before moving west to the
Plains where he worked as a
blacksmith, Indian fighter, horse thief,
and trading post agent.
On one of his occasional trips back
to civilization, Beckwourth paraded
down the streets of St. Louis with a
grizzly bear, attracting a large crowd
before he tied up the animal. A week
later, he was on his way to the Great
Salt Lake in Utah to assist in setting up
H trading post among the Blackfoot Indians.

Calhoun

Later, he married a squaw of the
Blackfoot tribe. He was an honorary
member of this tribe until he became
restless and wandered among the
Crow tribe.
Beckwourth tried convincing the
Crow that he had been captured by the
Cheyenne as a child and consequently
had forgotten the Crow language.
One old woman was so convinced by
his tale that she claimed him as her
long-lost son. He then married "Still
Water" and as "Bull’s Robe" went off to
fight rival Indian tribes.
In 1842 Beckwourth led a party of 15
to 20 trappers into the Southwest, an
area which was to become Arizona. He
supervised the building of a fort to
protect the settlers against Indian attacks. The modern city of Pueblo is
said to be built around the site of the
old fort and settlement which
Beckwourth helped found.
During the Gold Rush days of the
1850’s he discovered Beckwourth Pass,
for which he is best remembered. His
autobiography, "The Life and Adventures of James P. Beckwourth," was
published in 1856.
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News Review
Reagan proposes income tax cut
SALKAMEN’IGGuy. Ronald Reagan proposed yesterday a
10 per cent across-the-board state income tax cut and a program
of reductions in local property taxes. He said he will ask the
legislature to call a special referendum election for the tax cut
measure. but if the legislature turns him down he will lead an
initiative campaign.
Reagan also proposed, during his "Report -to-the-People"
yesterday. renters be given special income tax exemptions; state
aid to local schools be increased by $200 and schools be ordered
to lower property taxes; a property tax freeze at those reduced
rates with future increases being banned unless voters approve
them, and a two-thirds vote of the legislature be required for
future tax increases

Dock strike settlement reached
lioniiiiiiiiA basic settiement ’was ivacheit vesterilav in a
three-day strike that shut down Honolulu’s docks for the first
time in 23 years, longshoremen negotiators reported.
There has been niT word on the terms of the agreement.
The strike involved 250 security guards, maintenance workers
and container freight handlers. ’The docks were closed when
longshoremen refused to cross picket lines.

Bugging an isolated incident?
Sen. George McGovern said yesterday new reports published
in the Washington Post alleging widespread Republican espionage backs up his earlier assertions that the Watergate
bugging case "is not an isolated incident."
In response to the same article Sargent Shriver. McGovern’s
vice presidential running mate, said yesterday, "How many coincidences can occur before you believe corruption exists?"

Court rejects regent’s appeal
WASHINGTONThe Supreme Court rejected an appeal by
the University of California regents for authority to bar Communist party members from the faculty yesterday.
In their appeal. the regents contended Communist party
members are unqualified to teach "because of their commitments
to accept the Communist party line in all areas thereby forsaking
the free pursuit of truth and objective teaching."

Bombing claim upheld by two
FRESNO I wo tormei Navy pints, lames Ii. Nyberg and
David F.. Pinkham, said yesterday they agreed with a former
shipmate’s claim that strikes were flown against North Vietnamese targets under the guise of "Protective reaction" raids, a
violation of presidential orders.

Social Conscience
Mayor Mineta tried early in
his presentation to appeal to
the real estate members’ social
conscience when he said he
was elected "to serve the needs
of all the people."
Many of the real estate
people continued to indulge in
the luncheon’s offering of veal

Meditation expands self
spiritual consciousness
By Juanita Lebus
The "show- had already
started. On stage, in front of 50
persons, stood a slight man,
about 5 feet 7 inches, with
medium long hair and a
drooping moustache. He wore
a vivid purple shirt with
matching vest and slacks.
He used a viewer to draw
diagrams explaining points he
wished to make. The light
from the viewer glared
upward, casting an eerie light
upon the face of Marc
Reymont. psychic.
Reymont gave a one-day
seminar last Friday in Morris
Dailey auditorium to benefit
Experimental College. The
audience, ranging from college
students to the elderly, sat up
front hanging on to his every
work.
He was talking about the
unlimited spiritual level of
Through
conscious.
meditation he can bring
himself closer to his true self.
The metaphysical definition of
love is "the binding force that
holds things together in the
explained
universe,"
Reymont.
"One’s spiritual self is god.
We are all gods in the making,"
said Reymont, who continually played with a red felt
pen.
According to Reymont, who
predicted a flare-up in the
Middle East last September,
the spiritual self chooses the
body’s life
physical
experiences, before the individual is born. Through free
will, the physical body
chooses the way to get through
these experiences, but the
body will experience these
things one way or another.
Through meditation, added
Reymont, one can free one’s

self from the traumas of these
experiences, and thus become
more free.
"In death, we only lose our
physical body," he said. "Our
emotional, intellectual and
psychic being is still there."
One must live out the life
experiences the spiritual self
has chosen, one way or
another. These experiences
must be fulfilled. If one commits suicide, the psychic must
continue to live, to live out the
life cycle that the spiritual self
has designed, according to
Reymont.
After death, if the cycle is
not finished, the psychic being
will continue to experience
feelings, desire, sadness and
pain. Thus, the soul will
suffer, until the cycle is complete.
"Meditation is tapping the
spiritual self. And it does not
matter what approach one
uses to achieve this state
said Reymont.
There are four main steps in
the process of meditation. The
first is relaxation. "This is important. The physical body
will resist. The body has a
consciousness of its own,"
said Reymont.
The next step is concentration. "This is the process of
removing many thoughts.

NOTICE
’
Jobs Are Available
For FREE information
on student assistance and
placement program send
self-addressed STAMPFD
envelope to the National
Placement Registry, loot
Fast Idaho St., Kalispell
MT 59901

Once must concentrate on one
Then
comes
thing."
visualization. "One must picture, with the mind’s eye. a
specific thing. This adds to
every level of consciousness."
"When you have reached
true meditation, there is total
silence. There is stillness. You
are aware of noise and
movement around you, but
you do not dwell on them," he
said.
Reymont, who has appeared
on many talk shows, has made
references to his past lives, but
he will not tell anyone who he
was. "Most of us are not
evolved enough to handle this
life, let along past lives. Every
experience we have had before
has brought us here now.
are the subtotal of our past
lives."
Thus ended an hour with
Marc Reymont. His seminar
lasted until evening, teaching
meditation and explaining
dreams and ESP.
He is scheduled to return to
San lose State University at
the end of October for a
happening.
Halloween
Reymont will then explore the
inner secrets of witchcraft as
practiced today.

ii

of San lose on the hook," sh.
said.
The mayor, in his rebuttal,
said the $50.000 given to the
housing authority was done
"to bail out the federal
government" which he said
tailed to meet the housing
authority’s obligations
through the Department of
Housing
and
Urban
Development (HUD).
Swartz added in rebuttal.
"The people it (housing
referendum( would serve are
here today."
He said many low income
people are over-crowded in
units throughout the city.
Following a question -and answer period where Swartz
received an assortment of
snickers from the audience.
the members overwhelmingly
voted to support their board of
directors recommendation to
give the open housing opponents $3,000.
lames Bailey and lames
Beall. leaders of the student
segment of the Citizen’s
Housing Action Committee
ICHAC), also attended the
luncheon.
Beall said he was disappointed with the debate and
I he hoard’s action.

PERFECTION NEEDED? DO IT YOURSELF)
Special Student Rental Rates

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

By Maureen McCarthy
"People like me don’t think
there’s going to be too much
difference between McGovern
and Nixon," said loan Baez in
an interview following her
benefit concert at Spartan
Stadium Sunday.
She said anti -war advocates
are campaigning for
McGovern because they "hope
that he’s going to be a little less
evil than the next guy."
The 32-year-old pacifist
said although she has refused
to vote in the past. she plans to
vote in this election.
"There are initiatives and
propositions and things that
are people oriented," she
explained.
Miss Baez said she does not
endorse any political candidate for the presidency
because "It’s a rotten job to
hold. It can destroy about any

man alive.
The anti -violence advocate
said of the rumored peace
agreements "Everybody has to
play footsy. This country is
the most powerful entity in the
world."
She said Nixon’s recent
visits to China and Russia
were "good for Nixon."
Nixon "makes sneaky deals
so no one will bother him when
he bombs the harbor at
Haiphong." Miss Baez stated.
adding, they "have nothing to
do with world peace."
The folk singer remarked
that "McGovern is a lettle less
maniacal than Nixon:
although she believes
McGovern would involve the
United States in the ArabIsraeli conflict in the Middle
East.
There should be about a six
month break between the con
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clusion of the Vietnam war,
and the war in Israel, she put
in.
"We could all use the rest."
Miss Baez added.
What is happening to the
anti-war movement in the
United States these days?
"Everything is at a standstill
’cause nothing can move until
the elctions are over." she
slated.
When asked if she ever felt
like giving up advocating nonviolence and peace. Miss Baez
remarked, "Every once in a
while. but never for more than
now "
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THE SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
In the College Union
Week of October 9, 1972
BESTSELLERS - PAPERBACK
*FISCHER SPASSKY CHESS MATCH

Bantam

*WORLD OF M.C. ESCHER

Ballentine

3.95

*THE OTHER, by Tryon

Fawcett

1.25

*THE EXORCIST, by Blatty

Bantam

1 75

*DAY OF THE JACKAL, by Forsyth

Bantam
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*THE RIGHTS OF TEACHERS, by Rubin
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Baez leans toward
’pro-people politics’

Thanksgiving
Pilgrimage
To Hawaii
Francisco to Honolulu, 4 nights lodging at
the Reef Towers Hotel (double occupancy),
transfers from airport to hotel and hotel to
Hawaii-SJSU football game, all baggage
handling, tips and airport taxes. For more
information and reservations call John Merz
2874301 or stop by suite
710 at 6th &Santa Clara. ......,,, Student
Services
Make Thanksgiving a
West, he.
trip.
,.....
A student owned and operated service.

exemptions which "bring
people’s net income down
significantly."
She disputed the mayor’s
contention that there would be
no tax increase, claiming.
"Many, many services are required to maintain low-income housing programs."
Mrs. Shaffer said the city
council had given the housing
authority $50,000 to meet the
program’s service needs.
"I wonder if the experience
would be any different under
public housing."
She mentioned the San
Francisco Housing Authority
which she said lost money last
year because "people didn’t
pay their rent."
She added that the Oakland
Housing Authority had a
$335,000 non-payment of rent
debt in 1971.
She also disputed the
contention by referendum
proponents that construction
would be handled by local
labor.
"All government contracts
are put out to bid, and if you
think our builders are going to
be given preference over
another contractor coming in
and offering a lower bid, I
think you would find the city

parmesan as the mayor mentioned the plight of the farm worker "some of who live in
worse conditions than the
animals on the farm."
"On the other hand, there is
a whole group of people being
exploited in housing," he said.
He added that low-income
people are denied "basic
needs" when they are forced to
pay more than 25 per cent of
their income on housing.
Mayor Mineta said the
housing referendum would
operate differently than
present programs handled
under the city’s housing
authority because the city
council would take an active
role with the housing
authority in the placement.
development, and financing of
the units.
Basic Aims
He restated the basic aims
outlined in the arguments for
Proposition I. He said the units
would be scattered and
developed by local labor in accordance with zoning
regulations and without an increase in local taxes.
Mrs. Shaffer countered,
saying that people on rent supplement programs are over exempted. She ailed numerous

*BEYOND FREEDOM AND DIGNITY, by Skinner

S1611

Four Nights ’165. Including...
. . . round trip via Pan Am 707 from San

vIC CORSIGL1A SR
SANTA CLARA COUNTY
FLOOD CONTROL AND
WATER DISTRICT #2
ELECTION NOV 7th

Prop. I in crossfire

Opposition
It’s not that the proponents
figured they were going to win
the support of the real estate
eliteit’s just that they didn’t
plan on the opposition being so
strong.
Not only did ex -city councilwoman Virginia Shaffer
battle Major Norman Mineta
and Executive Housing
Authority Director. Howard
Swartz, tooth -and-nail during
the debate, but the real estate
membership put up $3,000 to
help defeat the measure.
Mrs. Shaffer, who heads the
Committee Opposing Public
Housing (CHOC), lead the
successful defeat of a similar
1988 housing measure,
Proposition B, which she
labeled "socialism."
Her
advertisements
featured a Pied Piper
(representing low-income
housing) musically leading
low-income people into the
city of San lose.
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Heated luncheon-debate

By Bill Paterson
Proponents of the Nov. 7
housing
referendum.
Proposition I. suffered a blow
to their campaign last
Thursday afternoon following
a luncheon -debate sponsored
by the San lose Real Estate
Board at Lou’s Village in San
lose.
Proposition I calls for the
scattered construction of no
more than 1,500 low-income
housing units in San lose.

1972,

Bantam

Avon

$1.95

1.95
95

BESTSELLERS - HARDBACK
JONATHAN LIVINGSTON SEAGULL, by Bach Macmillan

4.95

*I’M OKAY, YOU’RE OKAY, by Harris

Harper & Row

5.95

*A NATION OF STRANGERS, by Packard

McKay

7 95

Hi,
Happy October.
This time Bantam’s crash -program to produce a really timely book has
succeeded. The FISCHER SPASSKY CHESS MATCH (paper$1 95) is a
result of a herculean effort to complete publication of the book within
minutes, it appears, after the conclusion of the Match The effort involved
a vast team of reporters, writers, proofreaders, printers and binders all
working simultaneously in furious twenty-four hour dayskind of like
having the table set and the cook standing over the pot of boiling water
before the hunter has even returned home
One question sure to be asked of us next week relative to our two
hardback bestsellers (JONATHAN LIVINGSTON SEAGULL and I’m
OKAY, YOU’RE OKAY) is When is it coming out in paper, The answer is only mildly encouraging. Both books have sold paperback rights to Avon for over $1,000,000 each. But our paper Seagull will
definitely not appear until after Christmas, so both the $4.95 regular
hardback and the $7.50 Deluxe edition will remain as beautiful Christmas
gifts.
Paper publication of I’M OKAY is less definite It will occur during 1973,
but only after its current rate of sale (30 000 copies a week) drops
significantly.
See you next week
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But gets big ovation
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Baez show dull

By Maurine McCarthy
loan Baez’s performance last
Sunday at Spartan Stadium
matched the weather. A storm
was brewing, but somehow
nothing happened.
Maybe the benefit concert
for sanctuary churches was
not a success because it was
held in the football stadium.
But, judging by the size of
the crowd, which filled threequarters of the east
had
location
grandstand.
nothing to do with the crowd’s
dsisappointment.
Obviously the audience
expected more than a few
songs and sarcastic political
remarks from Miss Baez, who
has a reputation of being able
to turn on a crowd, no matter
how large.

Actually. she seemed bored
i.
l’he concert
with it
dragged int. and es en Alias
asked her
herself.
Baez,
manager what time it was
while t.n stage
Her performance was not all
bad. Miss Baer’s now almost
classic version of "Swing Low.
Charrior echoed
Sweet
throughout the stadium like
angels from heaven.
Miss Baez also surprised the
gathering with two songs she
composed for the piano. a
break from her usual guitar
numbers. Even more unusual
was that one was a complete
instrumental.
"Now I feel I can move on to
the piccolo or something." the
pacifist
bell-bottomed
quipped.

Reluctantly singing her hit
song. "The Night They Drove
Old Dixie Down" Miss Baez
sarcastically
urged
the
audience to join in by saying.
"Follow the bouncina arm."
She also led the crowd in a
somewhat more serious -Let It

During her presentation.
Miss Baez asked that all
children come down to the
field and sit on the grass in
front of the stage.
Her intentions to make it
easier for the little ones to see,
however, could have had unfortunate consequences. Consider 50 small children trying
to find their parents with
maybe 3.000 people leaving
the stadium.
But, the student security.
wearing armband patches

which display a smiling pig
and bear the name California
State University, San lose,
ushered the large crowd in and
out ot the stadium withease.
However. some members of
the audience were separated at
the gate from their wine and
other "good things" much to
their dismay.
Although the concert disappointed many. the audience
gave Miss Baez a standing
ovation. This act was
probably more out of respect
and recognition for the folk
herione’s reputatiOn. than for
her pertormance that day.

Gail Melvin

Folksinger Joan Baez entertains Spartan Stadium crowd

Nice guys finish last

Madigan acts tough
By Eric Schatmeier
Special to the Daily
Television these days is,
almost without exception.
banal, foolish and pretentious.
Every new season. Tv critics
try to get more journalistic
mileage out of "establishing
that already well -established
fact.
The viewing fare for 1972-73
won’t be remembered tor
anything any more or less
spectacular than any other
year but there are some
notable exceptions to the
"blandness- is- next- to- godliness" rule that
network
bigwigs have embroidered on
their cutting room walls.
Best of these exceptions is
the segment of NBC’s
"Wednesday Mystery Movie"
entitled "Madigan."
"Madigan" is one of a slew of
90 -minute
made -for television -movies that the
networks
have
decided

New disc
features
Alvin Lee
By Steve Marinucci
Ten Year’s After’s newest.
"Rock n’ Roll Music Ti, The
World" is a return to the Ten
Years After before"A Space In
Time," their last Columbia
release, the rock n’ roll and
booging TYA.
Fans who disliked "Space In
Time" might rejoice at that.
but unfortunately, this album
should be dubbed "Alvin Lee
and Co. Volume 2."
"A.L. and C.- was the
clunker of old TVA tapes their
former record company set
upon unsuspecting souls
This new album billow .11
the footsteps of that album, in
that TYA rely mostly on weak
n’ roll and blues.
ft was unexpected, too. lot
during an interview with
Alvin
Lee. TYks lead
guitarist on their last trip into
the Bay Area. Lee indicated
that TYA would continue oo
the course, one of a looser jazz
and rock combination, that the
masterful "Space In Time" had
begun.
Only one cut is really good.
the opener "You Cot Me
Loving." "Standing Al ’a,
Station" has some good
instrumental work. and "Cho..
Choo Mama" is an oh rocker
But "Rock n’ Roll Music To
The World" is far from what it
could have been.
Maybe the demand to:
heavy rock n’ roll, which Lee
says the band does not take
seriously (they prefer the
blues) prompted this release.
reason.
the
Whatever
hopefully TYA will release a
follow-up worthy of what ’A
Space In Time" started. "Rock
n’ Roll Music To The World" is

not it.

constitute the latest trend in
audience preference.
If it is to succeed, "Madigan"
must remain fresh and new for
its full 90 minutes. At the same
time, it must combine conventional heroes and story lines
with the already unsuccessful
practice of using big-money,
big-time moviestars in leading
roles.
Richard Widmark brings his
title role tram the movie of the
same name and the TV series
retains much of the screen impact. In fact, unlike other
adaptations. "Madigan" looks
more like a film than a
television show. The opening
two episodes were filmed right
on the streets of New York
City anti Widmark looked
rather ordinary with his wrinkles and shaggy hair, the way
cops are supposed to look.’rhe
Harlem Street st:enes, strongly
reminiscent of "The French
Connection," continue the by now stock screen impression
that New York is a cold, cruel
city that isn’t even a nice place
to visit. This realism of setting
is something that television
hasn’t seen in a regular series
since the days of the ill-fated
"East Side-West Side."
But the real star of
"Madigan- is Madigan
himself. Richard Widmark has
played tough doctors, tough
lawyers, tough cowboys (good
guys and had guys), tough
killers and tough cops
throughout his career but he
usually always comes through
in these type -cast roles
without seeming type -cast.
Widmark approaches his
role with a sort of subdued
disgust. fie’s been there and

back, and seen all the sharpies
and frauds along the way. The
only people he meets on the job
are rijh hands or small time
crooks who want to be, and he
has nothing but contempt for
them.
The show isn’t perfect.
Television always deems it
necessary to water down
programs with ary possibility
of having an impact on
audiences. But
"Madigan"
keeps these compromises to a
minimum, making up for
weaknesses in writing with
strength of characterization
and setting.

trots upstairs to a closet full of
woman’s clothing and prances
around the room like a
Rockette at New York’s Radio
City Hall.
What is the intent of Allen’s
tactics?
camera
playful
Maybe, he uses them to show
how religion has stunted raw
human feelings.
Possibly, he uses them for
nothing more than comic relief
from the previous scene.
which, after five or 10
minutes, gets pretty old.
Crudely embarrassing, too.
Probably, he uses them for
nothing more than outright
glee at the opportunity of
being able to write and direct
his very own motion picture.
He arranged it in segmented
those
answering
fashion,
troublesome sex questions
that have bothered mankind
for many days (and nights.)
do
example,
For
aphrodisiacs work? Or how
about transvestites. are they
really homosexual? lust what
in the world is a sex pervert
(and what would you say to
one if you saw him?)
But the best segment of all,
saved for the "climax" -what
really
happens during
intercourse? For this part, the
entire movie is bearable.
Woody plays a sperm cell sitting along the tubes, waiting to
be ejected from an erection
that has dill icultv reaching a

Students & Faculty
Just present your ASB or staff
card. Cameras, Projectors,
Supplies, Equipment, Developing and Printing.
San Jose Camera
245

By Stephanie Curtis
Living next to
highway
under construction tor two
years was a major influence on
the works of his masters show.
according to Dane Adams.
His most outstanding pieces
are three sculptures which
can’t be fully appreciated in
the restrictive Gallery It setting where all masters shows
are presented.
In one work, a red parachute
nylon center is grommeted to
two hand finished oak stakes
and supported by nylon
suspension
ropes.
Photographs are shown next to the
work so the viewer can see the
sculpture flapping about on a
windy beach.

As a variation on the same
theme. Adams used the same
center and fastened it horizontally to four short silk
screened oak stakes.
Another work is a
surveyor’s stake, with a
genuine red plastic tie on the
top, sitting in the middle of a
red and white design on black
fell. Fortunately, a photograph
is also seen showing the work
in a field of dirt so the viewer

can gel a sense ol environment
complimenting art.
Included among the
sculputres is "Loose Ends
blowing Over the Rope." a
series of three serigraphs
using background with bits of
rope seen in different perspective against a changing sky.
Strong, clean lines and alai
of
intelligent
imagination
make the Adams show well
worth seeing before it closes
Oct. 14 in the Art Building.

Overall, the film lacks
cohesion and stands or falls on
the acting ability of individual
actors. Mostly. they get caught
with their pants down.
Woody is an overwhelmingly
talented
comedian when his material is
good but in "Everything about
Sex" it lacks lasts.

we’ll insure it
for less.
California financial Responsibility Six
rates for qualified studios are as low as
Singh, Male - age 17-19 -- $153
20 .$139
Single Female - 21 &
7440
Married Male - age 21-24 __ 54

Shown at 700 5 11 00
’AND’

"MURMUR OF
THE HEART"
Once at 550

NICKELODEON

LINCOLN 8 CETIOR STS.
SANTA CRUZ
476-7500

404

college siuderti

S. Third St.

CSIS

12898681

Military Service? SERVE AS A
MARINE OFFICER
FRESHMEN SOPHOMORESJUNIORS:

iAsurance service
-- 11000,

HEAR THIS!!
8-1K & Cassette Auto Stero Tape Players
Stereo Speakers ( Chrome or Black Covered)
oz. magnets

Tape Cases for Cassettes & 8-1K Tapes
Universal FM 8-1K Cartridge to fit ALL 8-1K Players
FM Converter for Your AM Auto Radio
Clean & Adjust-for 8-1K or Cassette- $6.50

S**********************************************

ALL NEW!
CSU, Si
T -Shirts, Sweatshirts, Jackets!

i

Outside Decals!
Pendants!

Inside and

Rings, pins, Necklaces,
And MORE!!!

Thy- Plutoon Leaders Class (pilot ground or law)
offers to eligible

students:

PAT

draft deferment Training and pay
$540 for 6 weeks during summer No on campus training or drills Options of $100 per month
while in college
Immediate

of

FREE 40 hours civilian pilot training during senior
year Commission as a 2nd Lt. upon graduation
from college
Starting salaries from $700-$1000
per month

Obilgation. 21/2 years tor ground officers and
31/2 years after flight training for pilots

TALK TO THE MARINE CORPS OFFICER
COMING ON CAMPUS
DATE: _

TIME:
PLACE

11 -12 OCTOBER 1972
9100 - 3100
PLACEMENT OFFICE

AN 41110
ARR: BROW QUINN, J. PETER
4C0

"

X1C.01
ROZEII
VOLUTION"
ED BY RAYMUNDO G

IN MORRIS DAILEY A
ESENTED BY THE A.S.P.B.
NEXT WEER: "COME BACK AFRICA

0

1 0% STUDENT DISCOUNT ON ALL MERCHANDISE
WEST VALLEY RADIO INC. 2906 Scott Blvd.
On Scott Blvd & Central Expressway- just across from Memorax
L000someoec000sseeeemeoloc-cItoopoopeossesosessessosok

MUMMY

CINEMA
TWO SHOWS
3:30 (35)
7:30 (50c)

S. First

45 -degree angle.
As he waits, he worries.
"What if the guy is only masturbating? I may end up stuck
on the ceiling!" Next, "or suppose it’s just a homosexual encounter?"

3-6-10

Fresh air could help
highway art sculpture

ART St...k PC"toN,

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

Woody Allen taste in
‘Everything about Sex’
By Mark Heilman
For a long, long time sex was
thought to be a four-letter
word. As any fool can count,
that’s just not so.
Who was the first one to
break the ice? Well, nobody
can really claim the title but,
as court jester, Woody Allen is
taking plenty of bows.
In his latest movie, Allen
explains "Everything you
always wanted to know about
sex, but were afraid to ask." In
most cases, the questions were
better off left unanswered.
Woody -fans will be
somewhat dissapointed that
the movie doesn’t crucially
revolve around their man, but
sex -fans should be pleased.
The movie questions and
comments ,in the advanced
society’s understanding of
sex.
Allen doesn’t gain much
ground in satirizing sexual
perversion because he uses
such outlandish examples as a
medical doctor performing
sodomy with H sheep and a
French chic overcoming
frigidity with her husband
only by engaging in public
exhibitionism.
Then, there is the guest star
on "What’s my perversion?"
who stumps the panel with his
speciality - - flashing (exposing himself) on the
subway.
Another, the husband who

And More! Low Cost!
ColdandHotPress!
Single&DoubleTticit!

Skyrteut EadeaePte
Welleg

411111.0111
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SJSU has to struggle to win Nor-Cal tou-ney, again

Spartan water poloists remain undefeated
By lobo Maltbow
lose Slate
The San
water
variety
university
poloist s success( ully defended
their championship in the NorFederation
Aquatic
Cal
Tournament last weekend.
The Spartans defeated the
University of California at
Berkeley in the semi-final
game Saturday morning at De
Anza Community College’s
pool. 8-7. and then edged the
Concord Aquatic Club by the
same margin, in overtime. for
the championship.
Coach Lee Walton was over-

toyed with his club’s second
title in as many years.
"It was a super game by
some super men,- grinned
Walton alter taking the
ritualistic plunge into the pool
after the championship game.
"It was a great team Mort, added All-conlerence tinware]
Steve Spencer al the y
torious Spartans.
However, the margin of vie tory in the two I anal contest,
was tar trom overwhelmini;
and helped serve notice on the
reel ol the water polo world
that Cal has built a dynasty

Cal must now be considered a
threat to UCLA’s domination
of
the
Pacilic-Eighi
conference.
The Concord Aquatic Club
is made-up of "red-shirted"
players from IIC. A "redshirted- player is simply one
who is silting out a year of
varsity competition but
retains three years nit
"Concord is stronger than

Cal.- slated Spencer. "They
have more ex perience and play
very well together."
With 4:51 remaining in
regulation play, Spencer
tossed in his third goal ol the
game giving the Spartans a 7-6
lead. That should have ended
the scoring.
But a foul committed with
just one second remaining
gave Concord a penalty shot

and a chance to tie the score
Spartan goalie Fred Wart,
who blocked a similar attempt
earlier, was unable to stop this
one and the two teams were
forced into overtime, tied 7-7.
John Gebers scored on a
penally shot with 1:35
remaining in the first of two
four-minute overtime periods
handing SJSU the lead that
they carried to the final

Come -from-behind goal
garners SJSU 2-2 tie
By Nick ’Abash
It was the type of evening
when folks sit out on the porch
in short sleeves until midnight
talking about the good old
days. The air around Spartan
Stadium last Friday evening
was so thick you could have
cut it with a knife.
There was this soccer match
held at Spartan Stadium that
was billed as a titanic confrontation between the invading British Columbia
squad and the home town
Spartans, which ended in a tie.
at 2.
Not a soul was disappointed
with the show the combatants
put on. Unfortunately or the
home town root ers, the
visiting Falcons were clinging
to a 2-1 advantage will time
evaporating at an astounding
rate.
The Falcons came to town
equipped with an AllAmerican goal keeper who
wasn’t quite good enough to
make the Canadian Olympic
team, Greg Weber.
Weber seemed to grow about
three more feel everytime the
Spartan scoring machine, led
by Jimmy Zylker. were blasting away at the goal.
With about five minutes to
play in the fracas, Weber was
putting up a stand against the
Spartans that would make the
Alamo look like a carnival.
Rusty Menzel boomed one of
his cannon shots that just
sailed over the top of the bar.
An indirect shot by Solite was
batted away.
The Spartans kept up the assault as limmy Zylker drilled
one off his left foot that for all
intents and purposes should
have tied the game up.
When the play was over,
Weber was still picking his

fingernails out of the leather
orb. The All-American net
tender made a head -long dive
and the ball ticked ever so entity off his fingertips.
Weber had little time to
catch his breath as Zylker
whistled another shot that
Weber saved. Moments later
Henry Carvalho took a shot on
goal that failed to unravel
Weber as he made his
umpteenth save of the night.
’there was about a minute
and 45 seconds showing on the
clock with fullback Nick
Nicolas controlling the sphere
at about the 35 yard line.
Nicolas was trying to lead
Zylker with a pass, but he fed
Joe Giovacchini instead.
Giovacchini took the pass and
the speedy halfback found
Zylker moving towards the
goal.
There was no way Zylker
was going to be denied this
time. The former Canadian
star hammered the ball past a
sprawling Weber and the 3,000
folks who turned out on a
muggy San Jose evening went
bananas.
The first half opened up as if
the game was going to be a
scoring spree. With 5:50 gone
in the struggle, Falcon blond
bomber Ed Soltysik took advantage of a George
Lauterbach miscue and drilled
the ball into the right corner of
the goal, the first score of the
year off Brian Russell.
Two minutes later, Spartan
’rony Softie knotted the
contest with a penalty kick
and that’s the way it stood at
the half.
Daryl Manson gave the
visitors a 2-1 lead early in the
final frame when he drilled in
a 25 foot shot.

Frosh shutout SFS
26-0; host Stanford
A quick 89-yard touchdown
pass from quarterback Roger
Proffitt to end Maurice Hill
broke up a scoreless dual last
Friday, to spark the San lose
State University frosh football team to a 26-0 blanking of
San Francisco State.
This passing combination
also clicked for a second score.
seven yards. before halftime
on a leaping catch in the end
zone by Hill. Hill caught six
passes for 131 yards.
Linebacker Jeff Fair. who in
Coach Willard Wells’ opinion
’played excellent,’ picked off a
stray pass in the second
quarter and rambled down the

sideline tor 52-yards and a
touchdown.
The Spurt a babes final score
occurred on a 27-yard burst
up the middle through heavy
traffic by running back John
Dawson. This score salted the
game away at 26-0.
"Dawson played his usual
fine game and runs like a little
water bug with moves and
speed in the open field." said
Wells. The quick little back
carried 14 times for 72 yards to
top the SJSU ground attack.
Proffitt completed only 10ot
24 passes, but for an impressive 215 yards and two
scores.

Harriers take

fourth in Chico
t
itInt
Sall
I lie
cross-country
University
made it’s debut last Saturday
in the Chico State Invitational
in Chico, finishing in Inurth
place.
"I’m very pleased ea all ii.
performance at my runners
even though they finished in
the middle of the pack.- said
Coach Don Riggs..
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Boater attacks

Aztecs conquer Spartans
By lack Mogg
Too many penalties, punts
and yards lost rughing in
crucial situations rushing any
chance of the San lose State
University football team winning its first PCAA game of
the season.
San Diego State led from the
opening gun, to a 23-12 conquest in the victor’s stadium
Saturday night.
Alernating
quarterbacks
Bill Donckers and less ’Wiles
passed the Spartans crazy in
the opening half to build up a
20-0 lead.
Except for interceptions by
Phil Duncan and Mike Hopkins. the Aztecs could have
built up a larger margin at
intermission.
The Spartans lack of offense
in the first half showed up in
the statistics with only 40
yards gained. SJSU also
managed 41 yards in penalties
to shut off any serious scoring
threat that led to six punts by
Inc Hicks.
The second half was almost
a reversal of opening hall action for SJSU. Signal -caller
Craig Kimball settled down to
complete 10 of 18 passes for
two touchdowns and 113
yards.

’the Spartans started their
first scoring drive from the 20
and consumed over six
minutes in the 16-play drive.
Tight end Chris Moyneur
caught a four-yard toss to end
the march and avert a possible
shutout.
Following a second Duncan
interception at the Aztec 20,
SJSU converted its break with
a pinpoint eight yard pass
from Kimball to end An
Warner with 8:29 to go in the
game and cut the gap to 23-12.
The Spartans got the ball
back twice more in the linal
quarter but could not
capitalize due to a pair at
crucial mistakes.

1-resitinan i tinning back Dan
Praeger lost 25-yards on a
double reverse and the visitors
failed to make a third -and 35situation.
Wide receiver Jimmie Lassiter dropped
a
sure
touchdown pass in the end
zone with over a minute to
play that would have closed
SJSU to within a field goal of
tying the contest.
Besides
the above -men Honed errors, the Spartans
retreated for 104 yards in
penalties and managed only
166 total offense yards. Hicks
punted nine times to end
drives filled with penalties
and loss ol yardage.

760 MT VIEW-ALVISO RD

$25 to 1st Prize
$15 JUST FOR EFFORT
I iill
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PISCEAN WATERBEDS

now offers factory trained repair service on all

makes/models of 10 -speeds at righteous prices
10 -speeds

Complete
waterbeds
from ’30.00

\

From ’63.00
il2s6
Sanse,ca.Ca95ro
n8
San Jose,
15 408/294-1455
tibt

tt CCPt

35 S 4th St
San Jose, Ca
287-7030

NE> DID IA> re7 MD DV 102)

AUT()MAFIL.

OVERLINERS &
UNDERLINERS

Do the
whole
Crb bit
in color.

a

o

NO W
Sa<11IN6

.1’ DWI- ea

Open 7 Days
7:30 A.M. to 8:30 P.M.

Citl <al <al <al

lilt ASS RAIL

1518 E. SANTA CLARA STREET at 31st (Crescent Shop Center;

’
Hol-poca
earATE

WINE

$100 without
Gas Purchase

Amateur
Topless!!
Tonight

From 10 til 3 with ad

t.

CAR WASH

The Spartans travel south
Friday to meet LA State and
Long Beach State and then to
San Diego State Saturday to
clash with the Aztecs.

C

CALL

GRAND OPENING

Chevron

Opposite Orchard Supply Hardware
695 W.San Carlos - Bird at Montogomery
SELF-SERVICE VACCUMS AVAILABLE

wisely added
afford to look
We’ll have to
one at a lime."

251-2446
DE ANG ELO’S
MUSIC

MONDAY, Oct. 16th

ibxpires one week from Publication Date,

But Spencer
that, "we can’t
too far ahead.
play each game

PIANOS NAME BRAND INSTRUMENTS
STEREO TAPE & CASSETTE CARTRIDGES
ALL RENTALS APPLIED TO PURCHASE
IF DESIRED RECORDS

4(111111111.1.*
C3
E3

At Competitive Prices!!

December.
The
play-olls.
where UCLA deleated the
Spartans lor the NCAA title
last year, will be held in Albuquerque.

LOW ON CASH?
NEED A JOB?

II

CAR WASH

mi0

in their throats, ran out the
cluck tor the victory and the
right to lace Concord in the
finals.
The victory over Concord
ran the Spartans record tu 8-0
this season. They breezed
through the opening bracket of
the tourney. trouncing Chico
State 17-2, Long Beach City
College 13-4. and Cal StateFullerton 9-2.
Spencer admitted that
5I511’s next major goal would
be the NCAA play -tills in

SHEET MUSIC. LESSONS. R [PAIRS

With any purchase of CHEVRON GAS

110

The Spartans were paced by
Les CeVoe at seventh. Mark
Schilling ran 11th, Robert
Ebert took 12th. Rudy Krause
copped lath, and Jim Howell
finished 23rd. All but DeVoe
are freshmen.
SISU finished fourth of ten
teams participating with 72
points as Chico took it’s own
meet with 35. University of
California at Berkeley ended
with 42 points and Humboldt
State with 66.

for 23-1 2 PCAA win

PEANI ’VS

Bring this ad and
get a FREE WAX

-do

Pea Gotha
Joe Giovacchini climbs over two British Columbia defenders
while battling for the ball in a 2-2 tie at Spartan Stadium last
Friday night. Spartan Fullback Sal Marino looks on.

FREE
Chevron

buzzer. 8-7
The semi-linal game was
equally tough for the
Spartans. SJSU trailed 7-6
with 1:40 remaining.
It was at that point Gebers,
who continually comes up
with a sparkling play when
the Spartans need it most,
scored the tying goal after his
first shot was deflected by the
California goalie.
Brad Jackson scored on a
penally toss with :55
remaining giving SJSU the
lead 8-7. Warf then blocked
two attempts at tying goals.
the last coming with :25 left
and the Spartans. their hearts

Afat54/d

peanut ’s
Across Admin Bldg
Hours: 6:30 a.m. 9 p.m. Mon Ihru
Feld.
Sat 8 Sun. 9 tit 5
Opening soon Fri. & Sat tit midnight

m.dares-tpaJeualawmusurs**-*-sw-radadr-***raradaasasraaues-le-wwersaucrua-tssaud-wiassawswaauw.

Here’s the fastest. easiest most colorful way
to draw the prettiest eves Do it with liners by
Maybelline that you wear two at a time
Use subtly shaded Overliners in Charcoal
Brown. Navy. Ash Brown Olive or Black
Then contrast with pastel Underliners in
Soft Blue or Mint Green Overliners and
Underliners- with a pure sable brush
and creamy formula in very prett\,
cases (Refills available)

Ike up yet sensibly priced
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MAX FACTOR

Enrollment predictions faulty

Moisturizing Face Toner
Moisturizer
r-tr.)
Facial Mask
Clensing Cream

HEY!
SEAK-1403C!
’

,i0SL SCIENCE
.:*1.1 _CAVE

Students swell classes

THEY A.z. PACKED
OP AND LIT
YESTERDAY’

El
ALL THE
RAZY, FREAKED -OUT
THINGS AREN’T

LOOSE IN
-.ANYMORE?

"s".".C.

Enrollment planners in San
lose State University have
slightly underestimated tall
enrollment increases.
As registration got
underway, some officials were
hoping classroom crowds
might be smaller this
semester. During the week
following registration, the
heads of every department
except
Education
and
Graduate
Studies
and
Research were handling more
students than expected.
One professor, expecting to
teach a class of "abo-et 30 at the
most" confronted 82 students

svoix.DN

toe ,

Kilt IT THAT
WAY

s.l

asked a student

lieture last

studying under a tree.
But most knew where the
cheering was coming from.
Why weren’t they interested
in the rally-or voting for the
McGovern-Shriver team?
"McGovern’s
said some
really strange things this year.
There are a million reasons I’m
not viting for him," said junior
Mark Johnson. a registered
Republican.
Till Prior, a senior Home

ipa.z.tstgraiicle

meetings
(MAI
r happening today
All kinds
WEDNESUA1 LINEMA, ’atiV
Zapiita
and ’Mew
he Frown Resolution
Arlin:Gain is 15 rents at J Su p.m. and 50
r. I, in Alarm Dat ley. so
\
i..
lir shawl:

ii ANEI TEAM. 7.R1 pm.
a. aid ,iPrts and slides will
tar an ’an, its event
sialars
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SPARTAN SPEARS, 4 ig p vi in the
I ’ Pm hero Roam All serondsemetter
freshmen or sophomore women with a
f ;PA nt 17 or shove. ire invited In min
I his servile ofganilatiOn
BOOK TALK. 12.30 pun. in (-dieter. A.
ER Peter Grittily Political Science, will
review "The New I otlitartans
NOTICE TO ALLII Iiparteituide is Ion
everyone. II you want something in.
eluded in this hands Mlle message hoc
please fill out the appropriate form tiv
I 30 p.m in
208

Recruiting

starts today
for Marines

,,,

.11141.,

ssi %N. ,1t.K1i..AN STUDIES. nut
tOmIn
ruilmen1 tor
Arida
OAP al
Harms..
I I
i I
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Marine Corps recruiters will
be on campus today and
tomorrow, from to a.m. to 3

Economics major, found a
more specific reason.
"Anybody that doesn’t lake
time to look into the
background of his running
mate is a little off. That’s the
one thing that sticks in my
mind."
Greg Peeck, a health science
major, has had a change of
heart.
"I was pretty enthusiastic
for McGovern in the beginning, but now I’m not. He’d say
anything to anybody tie get a
little support. He’s too much
like McCarthy.’
"I think Nixon’s done a hell
of a lot for foreign policy." he
added.
"Actually." he laughed, I’d
like to write in someone like
Walter Hickel."
One Nixon supporter
interrupted her Democratic
friend to add a new twist to
one of Shriver’s quips.
"In separating the wheat
from the chaff. I think
McGovern will be a better
better
baker -Nixon a
president."
Senior Mark Scheible.
summed up his feelings in one
sentence. McGovern? "He’s
too fickle."
One student, who preferred
not be identified. said, "I
couldn’t sum up my feelings on
McGovern without using a lot
of four letter words that aren’t
no nice. So I guess that’s a
good indication of where
land."

Tech majors
job interview
signups now

Freshmen, sophomores and
juniors are eligible for the
Platoon Leader’s Class
(Ground or Air). Seniors and
graduate students may sign up
for the Officer Candidate
t ;lass (Ground or \

ANNOUN( I MENTS

PISCEM4 W EEEEEE DS 1528 W San
CIPIOS S.J.. 294-1455 tJust West of
Sears) Natures KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR handcrafted frames, top quably
wanrrnattrines from $12 & up. organic
furniture. pillows. quality 10-speeds.
salts & Berme accessones, friendly
service. righteous prices. BEDS TO
REST. BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
264-1455
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
organization meets Mors 730 PM, in
memortal chapel Alt are welcome!
’LIFT YOUR SPIRITS’
Join a coimgeage BALL T class at
korai. ,cnool of Ballet basic team.
sue or the beginning dancer Beverly
Eatraba Grant Director Phone 241-1776
it no answer 286-8911
NEW STUDENT INSURANCE
PROGRAM designed specifically for us.
For information contact your student
representative Jerry Hill an 267-2700 or
248-0219. or bump into him at class
ATTENTION SKIERS: Lodge for rent at
Echo Summit, sleeps 201 fully furnished.
lireplace. on highway 50 Reasonable
grOuP relmi 258’7062
THIS COUNTRY IS TEMALERT1
PORARILY OUT OF CONTROL.
HOWEVER IT IS McGOVERNABLE
INTERNATIONAL BALLET SCHOOL
Gloria Vsuges Mohr. Out
forrnerly wIth NYC Ballet Co
Classical & Modern Ballet
2 Locations
2905 Park Ave.. Santa Clara
236W Campbell An,., Campbell
Telephone 2693079
IF MC GOVERN WINS, THE MISSING..
INACTION WILL LOOSE. THEY CAN’T
VOTE-YOU MUST. TELL IT TO HARM
COEDS- Artists IL Models Studto is now
hiring anractore gals for part-time nude
modeling days nights-9911-1955 MEN’
Photograph nude coeds, free camera &
film student discounts. group rites 1415
The Alameda SJ 11 arn -12 p
SENATOR ALOUIST SPEAKS
Environment & Transit"
01maol
this Sot Oct 7
80 So 5th Christian Church Hall
ALSO Stockholm Conference rePon
oanei discuss Everyone welcome

4:3(1 p.m. The interviews will
be heist in Building Q during
Oct. 16-20. and Oct. 24-25.
The billowing companies
will hr nn campus: Bechtel.
Army Material Command,
Fairchild

Camera

h
W

Instrument; Firestone Tire
Rubber: Lawrence Livermore
Lab; f .eneral Electric: The
Trane Co.; Guy F. Atkinson
Co.;
Factory
Mutual
Engineering Asso.; Hughes
Aircraft: Dept. of the Navv,
Underwriters’ Laboratories.
Westinghouse: FMC Corp.:
Philco Ford: GTE-Sylvania:
Owens Corning Fiberglas.
McGraw Edison: National
Semiconductor; North
American Rockwell and
Chesebrough Pond’s, Inc

Terrperal Watercoior’
Of Acrylic’ Charca,-1:1
Pastel! Gouache’ Ink
Markers’ Mechanocais
Packaging’ Airbrush!
Illustration’ Sketches!
Renderings’ Extbtsl
Photanointngl Signs’
Constructions’ Design!
And More! Low Cost!
Gold and Hot Press’
Sirigie&DoitieThick!

FRIDAY FLICKS The Committee" 7 & 10
PM Morris Dailey Aud Frfday Oct 13,
Adm 50C
THE CLOTHES RACK
112 So First Street
We are a quality Manufacturers Outlet of
Wornen1 apparrel and shoes. 10% discount to students. university personnel.
Try us you’ll like us.

laniiiiry graduates in
technical majors ’Tidy sign up
for career interviews today
and tomorrow.
Sign-up sheets will be
available in the Career Planning and Placement office.
Building Q, apt. 3, open from !I
a.m. to 12 noon, and from I te

IT MAY NEVER HAPPEN AGAINM
The Great 3r0 Annual Going Out of
Business Sale Featuring our all new
Dancing Pig Revue, You el.0 hive a
chance to win mad chicken Plus your
favorite beyereges will be only 25^ The
St Jetties infirmary 390 Moffett Mt View
559-0806 buy a duck

Tampons are the
easiest thing in
the world...

in
the

exceed that figure slightly.
although by less than two per
cent.
However, the two per cent
figure is important. Benedict
notes, because the university
will be eligible to apply for
more funds and faculty if the
increase Psi eeds that amount

liwing of
thing/
at
alley Wei

BLACKLITE POSTERS $1 50 PATCHES
756 1 up INSENSE 25 STICKS 294.
PIPES 51 00 A up. RADIOS $358 up,
LEATHER GOODSL BINOCULARS
$2200 & up BLACKLITE. COMPLETE
18’s 911.96,4’ $2298 STROBE LIGHTS
517.96, GAS GLO BULB $355 INDIA
PAINTS, FISH NETTING $1.96 & up. TSHIRTS $2.00 EACH BROOKS90 E. San
Fernando 1 bib irons SJSU Phone 2520409.

FULL OR PART TIME. Men & women
clovers Mon Wed Fri and Tues. Thurs,
Sat Sun 1 00 pm to 8 30 pm 4 10 am to
6 30 prn 30 per cent to 50 poor cent commission Tropical ice Cream Co 368 No
Montgomery St S J 297-4228 Mr
Bennett

INS PENNCREST SEWING MACHINE.
Attachments included $35 or best offer
Cali 294-7429 evenings

CO HOUSE needs 2 girls non-amoi.er. 2
hdrrn, large workroom Call Karen/Becky
256-26550, term note at 956S 9th Si

DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE. Will sell
at tower price than avail through the
Housing &liar Cali Tony 354-1461
before 11 PM

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
sham 2 bdrm apt. with 3 others 2 bibs
frorn campus $44 mo. Call 267-0797
morn Of IPMe.

SAVE THIS AD. Before you Pay retail for
Stereo equip, check w us for discount
prices on T sac. Sanwa. Pioneer. Dual etc
We guarantee San Jose State students
the lowest prices available in the entire
bay area Call for weekly spectate. 2472028

ROOMS, kit. priv. Ivy Hall 279 E. San
Fernando. clean, well mng’d., across
Irons admin. blip 293-9814. 2154-647S.
263-1152.

HOUSING

1 EDAM. UNFURN. Married Couples
Only Resident owner. Elec. Kitchen,
pool Very clean, large 431S 11th St S.J.

ARE YOU STILL PAYING full price for
paperbacks? Recycle features largest
selection of paperbacks sclence fection in
Bay Area. A price. mostly. We pay 20 per
cent cover. 30 per cent trade for your
better paperbacks used records. too.
Recycle 235 So 1st St 286-6275 open
10-9

GIRLS ONLY. New rooms scroll the
campus Kitchen one Amp* parking 95
So 5th, also 278 So. 10th. Call 2964526,
296-8514. Private rm $95.. double KO.,
Mole $56.00 Safe and quiet.
VACANCY FOR MEN STUDENTS. $10
WEEK. 146$ 10th.

2 DORM CONTRACTS FOR SALE. One
at Washburn Hall and on at Hoover Hall
Girls Ask at Washburn for Pam Benton or
come by rm 101

2 DORM, burn. apt. 4 blks, from campus.
$150 on lease: $175 monthly. 166E Reed
St .3.
FOR RENT
VERY lize 1 B R Apts.
Euro w 0 carpets.
Swim pool. rec room. $130
Studios $103
620 S. 9th St SJ.

PANASONIC STEREO cassette deck &
18 recorded cassette. Bought dock for
6100. sell for $75 Call Fred 293-9629
II FT. BOA CONSTRICTOR with nice
cage Will Bell reasonably ONLY to Spproclaim, buyer. Call 297-1930

3 OCIRM, 2 bath townhouses. Backyard.
dble carpon Psis. kide0K. $200 mo Call
258-1889 after 12 noon.

HEAD SKIS, no bindings. $10.
Campways back peck Like new Wes
$35, sell $15. Single bed. Good comfy
$20 King size tapestry bedspread
Orange $12 268-2407

Luxurious

Coivitry Club Living
Ill 0 magnificent
park setting
PLUS
6 tennis courts
Resident tennis pro
Private tennis club
Pro shop
swimming pools
2 Jacuzzis
4 nun..
4 tanning rooms
2 completely equipped gyms
putting gowns
1 baseball diamond
1 football field
2 volley ball, 4 paddleball,
2 thuttleboard, 1 badminton
& B basketball courts
2 billiard & pool rooms
2 card rooms 2 lounges
slum/trim classes lot women
r
tonal staff
PLUS
planned social & recreational
=twines
Spparare sect

adult and

Adult L tying
The Meadows

Family Living
The Villas

287 7327

292 0435

Convenient,’ located 7n, Si,
side ber,wen MCLeughlrn
P.. I Work off NIS, f7
vv.., of 74 ynyany 101 So

ASK
SPECIAL

DEPENDASLE TRANSMISSIONS has
my unsolicited recommendation for
integrity and cooperation L Feldman,
Professor ol Mathematics Dependable
Transmissions, 452 W San Carlo.
MG MIDGET "70" Tape deck, lug rack.
good Condition S1.500 or best offer 2985325
16 MUSTANG, V8 289, Auto trans.,
deluxe ulterior Good cond $745. or best
offer Call Steve 9S8-2861
’611 SSA, chopped Good Condition Top
end o hauled Must me to appreciate.
$600 123S 11th St 293-9829
RAMBLER 1963 WARION,8 cylinder ItiCk
$151.1 Good running condition. Jinn-91349393 evenings
TRIUMPH GTR ’68 excel cond., good
tires. Overdrive. AM,FM, Meg wheels extras One owner 296-2252
HONDA 260 SCRAMBLER- Set up for
street Or dirt Clean $300 or best otter
.156-1230
’70 HONDA SI. BM, 5 100 actual miles
$500 Call 264-2019 after 6 p m
17 VW Custom Camper New camper
ono excellent condition $1595. beet
offer 286-1249
MERCEDES SINS ’87. 250 S. stk shift,
PS & PB AWFM radio Excl cond.
Best offer 14081 926-2657
’70 HONDA CL 360, 3700 mites. Like new
First $450 or best offer takes it Coll now
293-0310

your Kolas Tampon
roductory Kit.
, ,s1 send St 00 to

16 PLY. FURY, air cond new tires, good
cond . auto, clean inside & out, must se
to appreciate 295-1701

Kimberly-Clark Corp
Box 551-C N,
Neenah.Wis 54956

’119W -Moving, must sell Needs work
275-0243

FOR

NAME
ADDRESS

SESELER 23C enirgr EI-Nikkor lens 80
mm 1.5 6 extras All never used $270.
336 N 5th a10 After 3 p.m

2 DORM, FURN. APT. We shag, tiled
bath 495E William corner 11th Owner
manager 8170 After 6 PM 293-8005

DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE IN
Moulder Hall Any female call Chris 2873056

GIRLS TO SHARE ROOMS 1 blk from
college Everything new must see baypredate - 441 So 5th St 297-4057 Mrs.
Rodger or see Keys Christenson Room?

GIRLS SCHWINN AlISPEED- Good
condition $70 Phone 293-0439

COMFORTAOLE 1 DORM. turn apt Well
maintained by the manager 6130Ino
288-7474 or 294-7332

MALE DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE
FOR West Hall See Ray in Rrn 517-D in
West Hall

zip
err.. s res....a trades..
el Kasper," CI. Ca.mreies

STATE

ABOUT

SAN JOSE STATE

RENTAL PACKAGE
Si

Valley West

1 0 t h & Santa Clara

294-9131

TFIE PISCIAN 35 S 4th St (A block
north of Library) 287-1030 Feature, a
complete line of hosted waterbeds from
$54 pillows. accessories. quality 10’
speed imported bikes from $63 Sales 11
Service Aii at righteous prices with Igen.
Cliy heIblul wirv.c 287-7030 BEDS TO
REST BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY that feels
like people in love Petersen & Bishop
Photography 438 North Santa Cruz. Los
Gatos 354-2513 Mark or Ted

PROFESSIONAL
TRUMPETFLUGELHOPIN INSTRUCTOR Contact
Fred Padden at Benner Music 248-1012
or 374-3805
WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEARN one of the
Earth’s oldest languages? Take Hebrew
from Ahura Call 998-6244
SJSU STUDENT will do mechanic work.
Honest, quality work, reasonable rates
Amer. cars only 275-8882,
ACCURATE. experienced. last TYPIST
Can edit theses. papers Near City
College. Mrs. Aslanian 298-4104
141111 SENIOR will tutor begin French
German. 8 Russian. $3hr Contact
Eugene Marangont, Markham Hall 355
So 1001, apt 325 or call weekends 257.148 Psis et Amour.
"TYPIST Professional typing done
cheap Call Anneal (4081867-5857811w 7
PM or 286-3131 before 6 PM.
RE-NEW YOUR OLD CLOTHES AND
SAVE MI. Mending. alterations 8 custom
sewing at economic rates Sharon 923.
5343

LARGE, modern. clean. 1 Nam.. turn
apts Water, garbage. parking free Has
laundry facil 2 blks from SAO.
Reasonable rates 297-1930
ALL
JIIADULTS ONLY.
1 &
bdrrn furn . apt $125 & $136 per
mo. SPLIT LEVEL 3 berm. turn Up toe.
$350 GIRLS KITCH PRIV $47.50 per mo.
Swim pool 2 to room. INQUIRE ICCI N.
5th 296-4482

WAITERS, BUSSOYS-EXPIN. prof Must
speak Chinese Waikiki Village Rust.
15466 LOS Gatos Blvd LO 368-9164.
LOVE YOUR BOSS
SHAKLEE desWhen you become
Irtbutor
you ere your own bole NO quotas
no risks! Every distributor hat
different goals & different approaches.
The fact that Otlf natural products
really are the finest is reflected in
our Out of Sight Soles Growth
Please make comparisons,
We wIll ask you to do a little research
before we let you sponsor in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN & MARY 466 SO 5TH 82-2973866

PLAYBOY: Student rates 1 yr 03.50 .
no $8 Send name. address & payment
Iv Playboy College Canter. 1025
University, Sacramento, CA 95825
EARTHLINGS: If you think Noah had a
Plan vote PAT FERRARO for Flood Control District Number 2
ARTIST WANTED. Must sketch people
well. Good $55 possible Sketch in your
spare time. Call Bob. 8-10 pm weekdays
at 293-2648

LOST & FOUND
FRIDAY FUCKS "The Committee’s 1110
PM Morns Dailey Aud Friday, Oct 13.
Adm. 504
ANYONE who can help me obtaln antlers
please aril Wes 287-9329.
DONATE ON BLOOD PLASMA
PROGRAM AND RECEIVE UP TO LSO? A
MONTH. Bring student I D. minis ad and
receive bonus with your first donation.
HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35 S.
Almaden Ave., San Jose. CA 194-6536
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 to 3:30
GOD IS NOT DEAD. EILII If YOU DON I
vOIE FOR GEORGE MC GOVERN ON
11110 711I HE MAY COMMIT SUICIDE
RING LOST: Keepsake diamond Vic. N.
8th between Santa Clara &St John 9/29,
Reward 295-8798
WHERE IS MAX? Lost grey stripe, tailless
cat 10/1. 10th St near Reed. Reword. Call
292-1587

ROOMS, MEN, CHEERFUL, AIRY, WALL
TO WALL carpets Good beds, furnace
heat Quiet 4088 11th St.
APT. wiair cond., near campus. 2 berm
mod kit., faro. roomy, $156 Lease, 64r
So 11th St.
M ON F ROOMS SOARD, on quiet. comfortable home Call 241.1911

Before You
Move. . .

SERVICES
SPECIAL INSURANCE SAVINGS
program lobe offered to Senior or Ursa
students only For additions’ into or free
brochure please contact Dare Hammer
298-3210 No premium payments for one
year

JOB
Students earn $3hr in spare time Run
your own Walton crews. Apply in person
Thurs. thru Fri 1-5 PM 1689 Scott Blvd..
Suite 113. Santa Clara.

BRIDAL FAME PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
includes
LOWEST Bay Area rates
gold & wild* album. 80 color prints of
your choice, full set of slides BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES- Extra full color
ax104-$1 25 each. Staff of 20
photographers. Make Si eppantment to
see our samples-then decide. Open every
evening until 10 pm. For FREE Bridal
Packet call 257-3161.

ARE YOU A FEMALE vocalist over 21?
Play an inst.? Free Th-Sun. eyes? Young
prof entertainer needs you. Call Mike
2669413
EVENINGS
AND SATURDAYS
Sell Time-Life publications from our San
Jon office Good turnings on salary and
bonus Steady work Call 2913-5433 after 3
PM Dialogue Marketing 400 N let St
San Jose

’HOUSING’

TYPING
165$ 3RD
287-4355

MATURE MALE college student over 21
to share house with same in exchange for
12 hours maintenance work per week in
Saratoga Phone 36441178

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED

TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE ALSO
EDITING. IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER
ENGLISH TEACHER, CALL 244-6444
AFTER 6 MARY BRYNER

FRIDAY FLICKS "The Committee" 7410
PM Morris Dailey And Fri Oct 13. Ada,,.

RENT A TV OR
, no contract
Free del Free service Coll Each’ 251
2598

see

Classified Rates
days

days

days

Print Your

I
,
day, tonal day

3 Imes

$150

200

225

2.40

250

35

4 lines

200

2 50

2 75

290

35

5 lines

250

3 00

32$

340

300
3 50

6 lines
I a. h add.
Curial
Add

300

3 50

375

3 90

400

35

SO

50

50

50

SO

throe I ones One Der

’ elvip Warded
Neves’

Ad Here:

’Count app. os It leller and spar., In. rash line,

Pr en1 Nan,

0 Personsti
10I Sof virs
PI 1 r ansporteion

Fthrie

Ad& is
C.ity

I] Last art !seed

JC 207

35

Check a Classification
Annetta...11.1s
Automotive
For Sale

HELPISerious grad student needs
quiet friendly place to spend Thursday
night every week Can pay something.
Please call 1-476-5445 collect anytime

Spartan
Daily
Classified
PHONE
277-3175

I 2 DORM., turn.. apt $135-$180. 2 blks.
from SJSU 121 No 8th St el or 2861358
atter 5 PM

LADY’S white gold Mamond wedding set.
Worn 4 mos. Ex. cd. Come see & Make
otter. 2984253

WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS NOW IS
GEORGE MCGOVERN

"TRANSPOPTATIGN
EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student flights Inexpensive student
camping tours throughout Europe. Russia. and Mexico Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights.
including Middle East and Far East
Student ski tours. European used car
purchase system CONTACT ISCA,
11687 San Vicente Blvd 04, L. A. Calif.
50649 TEL. 826-0965.

ROOM FOR RENT 298 S. 1216 St.
Fireplace, 2 bathrooms. garage. No pets.
Cell 293-3080.

EARGAIN. Translerrablia membership
Faculty Club $160 (Original cost $2501
OR 277-2402, home 253-1734

Minimum

AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE), WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU.
HAS THL BEST RATES CALL US AT
289-8881 OR STOP BY 404 S 3RD ST 2ND FLOOR

HOUSE for rent 2 bedroorn. $125.
Burbank aria 292-3848.

DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE in West
Hall Any female call 277-8027.

PERSONALS
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY 235 E Santa Clara
Street Rrn 513 Phone 294-4499 Manton’.

LARGE ONE BEDROOM APT.. ISOM IN
NICE OLD HOUSE WITH FIREPLACEVs&? S 5th St. NB

FURNITURE for sale, & min household
items Story Rd near 12th 294-8607

GRAD STUDENT COMMUTING M.W.F.
from Carmel would like to organize car
POO! Call 297-1930

WICK WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
Color wedding coverege from $6950
BRIDE KEEPS COLOR PROOFS
album FREE $25 11.14 color wall print
with wed service PHONE 2963300
Evenings till 10 PM

CHRISTIAN GIRL roommate needed,
$44 no 545 So 7th Ph 293-5749

PANASONIC RECEIVER, BSR turntable,
Olson speekers, eel cond. Will sell
together. separately. 277-8255 aft 7

N

TV’S FOR RENT - SPECIAL STUDENT
RATE $900 per month Call 377-2935

2 BDRM FURNi. ARK, new carpets. am
Pets OK Couple $130/mo.. 550 depostt.
Must slay till summer at least Call 287/387 48 So Ith St rs NS from library.

SELLING DORM CONTRACT Contact
Gregory at 287-2427 or see Larry Stwn. 3
& 5 p.m Hoover Hall Room 230,

tn,
day

SPANISH $

American student Cali 2934413

MALE - Share very large clean 3 berm
apt Pool Excell loc see 50 292-4273 or
247-8196, Marc

MODERN HOUSE tor sale near SJSU
Newly furnished 8vi interest. Call 2975345

SALE

WATER SIDS -yin Yang Water Bed Co
Since 1E170 has water beds and acceseoriek of the lineal quality at the lowest
prices Compare anywhere 2 locations
400 Park Are Downtown San Jose 286,263 and 24E Campbell Ave across
from West Valley College. Campbell 378’1040

rir1

10th St. Pharmacy

MALE Single room. Kitchen privileges
298-7392

HELP WANTED

Kotex has a complete Tampon
Introductory Kit that takes all
the trial and error oul of your
first time. For starters, you get
package of Kole. Regular
tampons -which are much
easier to use than those other
kind with bulky, blunt -end
tubes. Each KOtea tampon has
a rounded, narrower tip and
Ifs own insertion guide. Then,
there’s a special booklet, TELL
IT LIKE IT IS, that really does!
it answers all your Mows".
"whys", and ’whens" about
tampons. You also get a tampon lubricant and a zippered
purse -size cosmetic case
Order your Kole. Tampon In.
troductory Kit today.

Enriched with pure natural avocao0

lithe increase in students is
Iwo per cent more than
originally planned, a request
for more money will be sent te
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke

AUTOMOTIVE

once you know
what you’re doing.

enrollmen1

figures, computed during thr
fourth week of classes, will be
available by the end of the
month.

TO*, ,..1111;

p.m. in Bldg. Q. Rm. I.

FAT

Official

Benedict said yesterday. it
appears
enrollment
will

ZZITILD
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1911:
Food Supplements tInstant Protein
Villa-M. Vita E. Calcium etc I
Home Cleaners (Basic H L. etc
odauty Ann (Proteirund Shampoo etc
John & Mary RhOadral 297-3888

Anti-McGovern group
avoids Shriver rally
By Debbie Sells
There were at least a few
Nixon
supporters
who
preferred the quiet shade to
the hot crowd at last
noontime
Thursday’s
Democratic rally.
Some didn’t know Shriver
was there. Some didn’t care.
Some wished he’d never
shown up.
"Wasn’t he here the week

on the first day. lie aris not
alone.
The Dean of Academic Planning, Ted Benedict, said 30 additional faculty members were
hired this semester. Full-time
equivalent FTE enrollment
was expected to increase to
about 20.800, according to
Academic Planner Scott
Anderson.

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDFR OR
LASH (0
SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED,
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE, CALIF 96114
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